Criteria to identify regionally-significant industrial precincts.
Plan Melbourne identifies state-significant industrial precincts. The draft Melbourne industrial
and commercial land use plan identifies regionally-significant industrial precincts and includes
criteria used as the basis to identify these locations (page 34).

Do you support the criteria developed to identify regionally-significant industrial
precincts?
Yes

If no, please let us know why and how they could be improved.

Purpose for regionally-significant industrial precincts and local industrial
precincts.
Plan Melbourne outlines a purpose for state-significant industrial precincts. The draft Melbourne
industrial and commercial land use plan identifies a purpose for regionally-significant industrial
precincts and local industrial precincts (page 35).

Do you support the purpose developed for regionally-significant industrial precincts and
local industrial precincts?
Yes

If no, please let us know why and how they could be improved.
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Developing local industrial land use strategies.
Appendix 2 of the draft Melbourne industrial and commercial land use plan proposes guidance
for developing local industrial land use strategies.

Do you have any comments or suggestions to improve the guidance for developing local
industrial land use strategies?
Local industrial land use strategies should be more focused on developing specific opportunities
that can underpin wider growth (i.e. advanced manufacturing, research hubs including wet/dry
labs, educations institutions etc.). As the majority of Industrial land consumption is for freight and
logistics uses, which do not provide high job density or high value, it is now more crucial than
ever to develop precincts with concepts in mind or to encourage specific high value uses. This
will maximise the efficiency of land use.

Key industrial and commercial areas.
The draft Melbourne industrial and commercial land use plan identifies and describes key
industrial and commercial areas for each of the six metropolitan regions (refer to Part B of the
plan).

Have the key industrial and commercial areas been adequately identified and described
across the regions?
No

If no, please let us know which other area we should identify or how the areas can be
better described.
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The designation 'State Significant Industrial Land - Future' on many of the maps in the document
is not itself defined in the document and the areas it identifies are often at odds with the
definition of State Significant Industrial Precincts, as these areas are not currently reasonably
likely to be state significant within two decades. It would seem as though an intermediate status
such as 'Investigation Area - Employment' should be placed on sites that have not yet gone
through a complete PSP process.

Would you like to comment on any other aspects of the plan?

If you would like to upload a submission, please do so here.

I am making this submission:
on behalf of a land owner

Email address (Optional)

I agree to receive emails about my submission if required or project updates.
Yes

Privacy Statement - Draft Melbourne Industrial and Commercial Land Use
Plan
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What we will do with your submission
The Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning (DELWP) is committed to protecting
personal information provided by you in accordance with the principles of the Victorian privacy
laws. The submission you provide to DELWP will be used to inform the finalisation of the
Melbourne Industrial and Commercial Land Use Plan.
The information you provide will be made available to DELWP to develop a consultation report.
This report will be uploaded to the Melbourne Industrial and Commercial Land Use Plan page on
the DELWP website.
The contact information you provide may be used to contact you should we need to clarify your
submission or to provide you with project updates.
The submission you provide will be published on the DELWP website. To protect individual
privacy, DELWP will remove your name and address from your submission when we receive it.
If you do not wish to be identified, please ensure there is no other information in your submission
that could identify you or other individuals.
If you are making comment as an organisation, then your comments may be published, including
the name of your organisation.
De-identified submissions may be used by DELWP, or its contracted service providers under
confidentiality agreements, in preparing its recommendations to government.
Please note, if you do not provide your name/email address we will not be able to identify your
submission if you wish to access it, make a correction, or require technical support.
Should you need to correct the information you provided or gain access to your submission,
please contact us via email at planning.implementation@delwp.vic.gov.au
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MacroPlan Holdings Pty Ltd
ABN: 21 603 148 545
Level 16
330 Collins Street
Melbourne VIC 3000
03 9600 0500
Info@macroplan.com.au

31 December 2019

DELWP
PO Box 500
East Melbourne VIC 3002
BY EMAIL: planning.implementation@delwp.vic.gov.au

Dear DELWP,

RE

SUBMISSION TO THE MELBOURNE COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL LAND USE STUDY:

DONNYBROOK ROAD – A REGIONALLY SIGNIFICANT INDUSTRIAL SITE

The following document comprises a submission by Macroplan on behalf of McMullin Group to the Draft MICLUP
process regarding the southwest site on the corner of Donnybrook Road and the Hume Highway.
The submission calls for a review of the site’s designation as ‘State Significant Industrial Land – Future’ in the
context of the site’s significance to the regional economy and its lack of scale access required for freight and
logistics uses and space for large-format industrial uses.

Furthermore, the site is incredibly important as a gateway to the proposed Merrifield town centre, being the primary
landing pad for northbound travellers on the Hume Highway for the town centre. The site must therefore be
attractive to support activity in the area. Failure to make the best use for the site is most likely to have a significant
regional impact and hamper the development of Merrifield Town Centre.

This submission contends that the designation of the area as Regionally Significant Industrial Precinct will support
the creation of an innovation hub and create the economic incentive for local and regional business to locate near
and attract activity to key regional development objectives.

Feel free to contact me to discuss.
Yours sincerely,

Executive Chairman

Important Notice
© MacroPlan Holdings Pty Ltd All Rights Reserved. No part of this document may be reproduced, transmitted,
stored in a retrieval system, or translated into any language in any form by any means without the written
permission of MacroPlan Holdings Pty Ltd. All Rights Reserved. All methods, processes, commercial proposals
and other contents described in this document are the confidential intellectual property of MacroPlan Holdings
Pty Ltd and may not be used or disclosed to any party without the written permission of MacroPlan Holdings
Pty Ltd.

Contact
Level 16
300 Collins Street
Melbourne VIC 3000
(03) 9600 0500
info@macroplan.com.au
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Executive summary

1.

The site at

Donnybrook road (The Subject Site) is a 67ha site with a net developable area of

approximately 41 ha, located adjacent to the junction of Donnybrook Road and the Hume Freeway, on
the southwest side. The entire site is zoned UGZ (urban growth zone).

2.

The site at

Donnybrook road has been in planning limbo since it was excluded from rezoning as part

of the finalisation of the “Folkestone Employment Area” PSP in 2008 (enacted as amendment C098 in the
Hume Planning Scheme).

3.

The first section of the report will present an analysis of the current (2019) situation at the site, including
a site context and adjacent uses.

4.

The second section of the report is review of the relevant planning framework and the land use
interface. Detailing the relevant parts of the Hume planning scheme and other planning documentation
and their relation to the site.

5.

A literature review covering key notes of accord and discord between reports relevant to the site
discovered significant status quo bias and cross-pollination with respect to the notion that the site has
been earmarked without planning as a freight and logistics/manufacturing site despite no supporting
documentation or analysis supporting this conclusion.

6.

Development of the site in a high-value use, such as a business park or employment cluster will
generate significant support for council objectives to develop Donnybrook Road and surrounding
precincts.

7.

The appendix of the report considers the emerging trend of clustering and the benefit it provides to
large-format retailers. This section reviews modern clusters where educators, suppliers and contractors
work together in a value chain. Key findings include that clusters provide the following typical benefits:
•

14% higher value-added growth;

•

7% higher profitability growth; and

•

2% higher wages per employee (a proxy for productivity) to advantage of firms in clusters vs. those
not in clusters

8.

Based on our analysis, we recommend the site be designated as a ‘Regionally Significant Industrial
Area’

Report Heading 1
Report Heading 2
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Introduction
The site at

Donnybrook road (the subject site) is the gateway to the proposed Merrifield town centre. The design

and function of the site will drive activity and create jobs in key transport corridors, bringing forward development
plans for the expansion of Donnybrook road as well as increase the viability of mass transit along it.

In order to tie Merrifield town centre and the rest of Melbourne together it must be linked to the Hume Freeway and
this link must both draw in and generate activity. The site at

Donnybrook road is unique both for its position, and

its unique natural attributes that make it an ideal candidate for an architecturally distinct, naturally gorgeous
doorstep to welcome people to the city’s newest northern CBD.

The focus of this report is to outline that the site at

Donnybrook is critical local and regional planning objectives

and contend that it should therefore be designated as ‘Regionally Significant’.

The current framework of public documents relating to the site profess a confused and conflicting consideration of
the site, formerly referred to as ‘Bunker Hill”, with its recent policy history beginning in 2008 with the conclusion of
amendment C098 to the Hume Planning Scheme (also known as the ‘The Folkestone employment Area PSP’,
approved by the minister of planning). This PSP, while notionally including the subject site, did not rezone it, leaving
it in limbo with the UGZ zoning, necessitating an additional planning process to be conducted at the expense of
the owners of the site.

The ownership of the site passed to a major international energy logistics firm and this state of ownership was
reflected in the Hume HIGAP study in 2015, completed after a series of reports were conducted considering
potential uses for the site and the surrounding areas. These studies demonstrated significant status quo bias, with
the HIGAP noting that “the Bunker Hill site and wider Donnybrook Road employment precinct [will be provided]
with the level and quality of access to the Hume Freeway sought by major businesses” and “The majority of the
land in these employment parks is already planned except for the land south of Donnybrook Road immediately
adjacent to the Hume Freeway known as Bunker Hill”, while also stating that “[sites around Donnybrook road] in
good proximity to the Hume Freeway and future Outer Metropolitan Ring road make them unique in providing
opportunities for national and international logistics and manufacturing businesses seeking very large sites.”
indicating that its “unplanned plan” for the site reflected the then current ownership of the site.

This report will cover all of these reports and others relevant to the site in order to determine that, especially in the
context of the Merrifield town centre development plan, the best use of this site is not as State significant industrial,
but as an interface between major transport corridors and regional activity centres, and to demonstrate that careful
and considered development of the site, i.e. as a denser economic cluster or business park, will provide Merrifield
and Donnybrook with an architecturally unique and economically, environmentally and socially active doorstep that
is the envy of growth areas in Melbourne.
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Reports Under Consideration
The following reports were reviewed with respect to their relevance to the subject site:
•

A Planning Scheme Amendment Request (Bunker Hill,
Urbis in 2014.

•

Amendment C098 to the Hume Planning Scheme (also known as ‘The Folkestone Employment Area PSP’).

•

Restricted Retail Study – Craigieburn North, prepared by SGS for the Metropolitan Planning Authority (MPA),
dated April 2015.

•

Hume Corridor Integrated Growth Area Plan (HIGAP) Spatial Strategy, prepared by Hume City Council dated
December 2015

•

Traffic Engineering Assessment, prepared for Viva Energy Australia Limited by Traffix Group, dated 18 th
December 2014.

•

Merrifield City Centre Development Co-ordination Plan, prepared by Merrifield, dated January 2017.

Donnybrook Road Mickleham) undertaken by

With reference to:
•

Hume Corridor Integrated Growth Area Plan (HIGAP) Delivery and Infrastructure Strategy, prepared by
Hume City Council dated December 2015

•

The Hume Planning Scheme

•

The Northern Growth Corridor Plan, 2012

•

VicPlan, 2019

•

ABS Census of Population and Housing, 2011 and 2016

Section 1: Site Context
1.1

Site location and Adjacent Uses

The subject site is located 30km north of the CBD and contains 67 hectares, with 41ha hectares of net developable
land. It has frontage on to both the Hume Highway and the Donnybrook Road and will be accessible with the
development of the extension of Polaris Road.

It will be around 3km east from the Merrifield town centre, and 4km southwest from the Donnybrook town centre.
Craigieburn Central is around 6km south-west of the subject site.
There is one adjacent use – the Mickleham Post Entry Quarantine Facility, which is west of the site. There are two
adjacent sites that are currently in use. To the north of the subject site is the Merrifield Employment Precinct, the
Craigieburn North Employment Area is located to the east of the subject site on the other side of the Hume Freeway.
South of the site is currently undeveloped, but south of that site is residential land.

Figure 1 – Aerial view of the subject site

Source: Macroplan
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Figure 2 – Context map for the subject site

Source: Macroplan

Section 2: Planning Framework
The site is located in the Urban Growth Zone and is covered by no overlays.
Figure 3 – Zoning and overlays of the subject site and surrounding areas

Subject
site
Source: VicPlan, 2019

To understand the zoning of the site, it is important to know the history of the plans for the area. Currently the site
is covered by the Folkstone Employment Area Precinct Structure Plan, according to the VPA’s Interactive Status
Map (see Figure 4). The Folkstone Employment Area Precinct Structure Plan was approved in December 2008
through Amendment C98 to the Hume Planning Scheme by the Minister for Planning.
Figure 4 – VPA greenfields planning precinct structure plan areas, interactive map

Source: Victorian Planning Authority, 2019

However, the site and the two land parcels to the southern rear of the site known as

Hume Freeway,

Mickleham were not included as part of Amendment C98 of the Hume Planning Scheme (see Figure 5). The sites
that were rezoned were mainly given Business Zone 3, with a small patch of Business Zone 1 occurring towards
the south of the area. This left the site (along with two other land parcels) without updated zoning, meaning that it
retained its Comprehensive Development zoning. However, the site has been covered by another planning
document – the North Growth Corridor Plan, 2012.
Figure 5 – Map of zoning in Amendment C98 to the Hume Planning Scheme

Source: Hume Planning Scheme

2.1

North Growth Corridor Plan, 2012

The North Growth Corridor Plan, 2012 identifies the site as an employment area for industrial purposes with the
areas to the north, east, west and south of the site also identified for industrial purposes. Since the release of this
plan, the zoning to the surrounding sites to the north and east has not translated into industrial zoning but have
been zoned Comprehensive Development and/or Commercial 2. However, the use of these zones still deliver
employment precincts and employment generating uses.

2.3

Local Planning Policy Framework (LPPF)

The relevant LPPF clauses of the Hume Planning Scheme (the Scheme) provides the following strategic direction
for the site and the proposed uses:
Clause 21.01 Municipal Profile
Clause 21.01-2 Key Issues and influences
The key issues and influences facing Hume are:
•

Growing and diversifying the economy

•

Hume’s economy is dominated by the manufacturing, transport and logistics sectors, which together account
for nearly half of Hume’s employment base, with limited job opportunities in professional services.

•

Lack of diversity and choice of jobs contributes to high levels of unemployment and results in large numbers
of residents leaving the municipality to access work every day, especially from Sunbury.

•

It is critical that Hume’s employment base expands and diversifies to accommodate the anticipated decline of
the manufacturing section, and the municipalities growing population

•

Economic assessments identify an aspirational but realistic employment target for Hume of 150,000 jobs in
the Hume Corridor and 30,000 jobs in Sunbury. Achieving this will require large areas of new employment
land, as well as new large scale office, health and education precincts.

Clause 21.01-3 Vision and Strategic Framework Plan
Land use and development vision
The land use and development ‘Vision’ for the Hume Corridor in 2040 is:
Employment precincts along the Hume Highway, Donnybrook Road and around Melbourne Airport are home to
global, national, regional and local businesses in a diverse range of industries employing local people across a
range of trades and professions.

Clause 21.06 Economic Development
Clause 21.06-1 Economic Development
Key issues
•

Growing and diversifying the employment options in Hume.

•

Promoting Hume as a place for business attraction and investment.

Objective 1
To facilitate economic growth and job diversity through the continued support of existing businesses and the
attraction of new businesses.

2.3

Assessment

Located in the Hume Corridor, the site is identified as a future employment area with a focus on the providing uses
that are associated with manufacturing, logistics and transport. However, there is opportunity for the site to shift
from traditional manufacturing uses given that the manufacturing sector is declining as stated under Clause 21.012 of the Scheme. Shifting away from traditional manufacturing uses and facilitating a more diverse mix of uses onsite is consistent with Clause 21.01-2, 21.01-3 and 21.06-1 of the Scheme.
According to the MICLUP, the site is part of an area identified as a state-significant industrial precinct (SSIP), which
is defined by the MICLUP as:
“Strategically located land available for major industrial development linked to the Principal Freight
Network and transport gateways. They will be protected from incompatible land uses to allow continual
growth in freight, logistics and manufacturing investment.”
However, the site is not ideal for large format industrial uses and/or freight and logistics due to the lack of access
to the Hume Freeway, and the number, location, and size of encumbrances on the site.
The only access to the Hume Freeway from the site will be via the Polaris Road (pending its extension). Multiple
reports considered the mode and frequency of access to the site. Notably the Traffic Engineering Assessment
prepared by Traffix which estimates the number of vehicles per day generated by a developed version of the site
at 5,430; all of which must access the site from Donnybrook Road via the two-lane Polaris Road. This figure is not
enough, in the context of the development of Polaris Road South of Donnybrook Road and the development of a
traffic light intersection at the intersection of the aforementioned roads, to impact traffic flows, however it is enough
to justify the development of a third lane on both sides of Donnybrook road prior to 2031. This represents a clear
concordance with council objectives noted in the HIGAP study to bring forward the development of Donnybrook
Road’s final stage (an expansion to a 6-lane avenue), which is also outlined in the Merrifield Development Coordination Plan as a key objective.
Polaris Road is too small to support major freight and logistics, but it cannot be expanded due to its intersection
with Donnybrook Road being too close to the Hume Freeway. This reliance on Donnybrook Road also presents
the potential for high congestion and could make a chokepoint of Donnybrook Road if operations were big on the
site. This could also disrupt the highway, increasing congestion and travel times.
Even if the access from the site to the Hume Freeway was able to be improved, the encumbrances on the site are
quite extensive. Approximately 26 hectares of the 67 hectare site is reserved for various uses, including
conservation and a number of easements. The majority of the encumbrances are wetland, channels, and land
reserved for conservation. The wetland and land set aside for conservation cannot be moved due to its ecological

Figure 7 – Encumbrances on the subject site

Source: Macroplan, 2019

These issues do not prevent the land from being used for industrial purposes, but they do inhibit the area’s potential
as a SSIP. Given the site’s limitations, it may be better suited for use as a regionally-significant industrial precinct
(RSIP). RSIPs are intended to “provide opportunities for industry and business to grow and innovate in appropriate
locations for a range of industrial uses that can contribute significantly to regional and local economies.” Growing
businesses do not require the large amount of developable land that major industrial developments require, nor do
they produce the volume of heavy traffic. However, they do need decent accessibility to freeways and arterial roads.
The needs of these businesses are identified in the criteria for identifying RSIPs, which are presented in three
categories: Policy alignment, Accessibility and business clustering, and Economic or employment contribution.

Policy alignment addresses the area’s relationship with other places of state significance, the identification of the
area as a larger industrial estate offering good freeway and arterial road access with the ability to support firms that
serve metropolitan wide, national or international markets, and that the area provides for significant employment
opportunities by virtue of its size. The area in which the site is located meets these criteria due to its size and its
connection with the Hume Freeway.
The site’s connection to the Hume Freeway also lets it meet the criteria of accessibility. The site’s proximity to the
Merrifield Business Park and the large amount of currently existing state significant industrial land in the region,
combined with the lack of residential land, allows business clustering to occur.
There would also be a significant regional employment and economic contribution provided by the site if used for
regionally-significant industrial land. The site is located between the Merrifield Town Centre and the Hume
Freeway. The Merrifield Town Centre, located down Donnybrook Road, has no visual link to the Hume Freeway.
This has already lead to Merrifield being advertised on a billboard located on the subject site, rather than closer to
the town centre. In order to tie Merrifield Town Centre and the rest of Melbourne together, [Merrifield Town Centre]
must be linked to the Hume Freeway and this link must both draw in and generate activity. An attractively designed
precinct on the subject site could provide an inviting gateway to Merrifield Town Centre, creating wider regional
economic benefits while provided employment opportunities for those in Merrifield.

2.4

Evidence of Status Quo Bias in Relation to ‘Expected’ Development of the Site

The primary points on the topic of an ‘unplanned plan’ found between these reports in relation to the site at
Donnybrook road are the components within the reports which infer development plans for the site, which due to
its changing ownership structure over the period, has been the subject of several differing visions.
This is most significantly observable in the Hume HIGAP report where the ownership status of the site could almost
be guessed from statements like: “the Bunker Hill site and wider Donnybrook Road employment precinct [will be
provided] with the level and quality of access to the Hume Freeway sought by major businesses” and “[sites around
Donnybrook road] in good proximity to the Hume Freeway and future Outer Metropolitan Ring road make them
unique in providing opportunities for national and international logistics and manufacturing businesses seeking very
large sites.”
In fact, a previous version of this document, the Hume HIGAP official as of October 2014, the land is outright
referred to as the “Shell land” as opposed to “Bunker Hill” as it is in the later version. Despite this, none of the
language of the report changed to reflect this significant factual shift in the likely development outcome of the site
(now very unlikely to be taken up by one use).
The presence of this bias is exacerbated in the SGS report prepared for the MPA, where the site is referred to as
the “Shell Employment Area”, a label unique to the document and a description which would be difficult to ascertain
without reference to council strategy given that the land has no attached comprehensive development plan or statelevel structure plan referencing it.

Delgardo, Porter & Stern March 2011 found that Industries participating in a strong cluster register higher
employment growth as well as higher growth of wages, number of establishments, and patenting.
An industry cluster has the potential for competitive advantage in many ways:

• increasing productivity of the companies in that cluster
• linking businesses and creating many specialisation
• driving innovation by stimulating new businesses
• encouraging co-ordination of effort
• moderating competitive advantage

A1.2

Types of Clusters

There are several ways a cluster is identified:

• Geographic cluster (e.g. the Coonawarra wine district)
• Sectoral/industry cluster (e.g. construction cluster, automotive cluster)
• Horizontal cluster (e.g. sharing resources)
• Vertical cluster (e.g. a supply chain cluster)
Technology clusters, manufacturing clusters, freight & logistics clusters, retail clusters and wholesale clusters are
not the only types of clusters, however they represent those cluster uses most relevant to the site relevance to the
subject project and are the object of the following section.

